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Editorial Announcement: Hello, World
As many of you know, this journal was founded by Professor Peter Hammer. As the founding Editor of the journal,
Dr. Hammer served as the journal’s sole Editor-in-Chief through 35 years and 306 volumes until his sudden, tragic
death in December 2006.
Aside from this journal, Dr. Hammer also created the related journals Discrete Applied Mathematics and Discrete
Optimization. He was also responsible for a very successful book series and received many awards and accolades for
his work. We are all deeply indebted to him for shepherding the growth of our ﬁeld.
I am pleased to announce that Wayne Goddard, Ph.D. (Clemson University), and myself have been appointed as the
new editorial team for Discrete Mathematics. Wayne will serve as Managing Editor, and I will be the new Editor-in-
Chief. Peter’s shoes will be hard to ﬁll, but we will do our best.
The journal will continue to solicit papers across the full range of discrete mathematics, but several changes are
planned. First, Discrete Mathematics will become a more selective journal. We ask that authors and referees keep this
in mind, as we will be imposing higher standards for publication. In return, we will endeavor to improve efﬁciency and
reduce time to publication in ways described below.
We will modify some of the submission types. The “Short Communications” category will be discontinued. Com-
munications were intended to be rapid research announcements without proofs, but the designation was not used in
this way. In conjunction with this change, we will now reduce the page length limit for “Notes” to six journal pages.
Longer regular submissions occupying at least six journal pages will be “Contributions”.
We will continue to have “Perspectives” papers and “Research Problems” as before, but we hope these will be more
frequent. The Perspectives section includes expository articles of broad interest that cast a new light on well-known or
insufﬁciently-known topics. This includes survey papers and papers that present the authors’unifying points of view on
problems, trends, ormethods. Perspectives papers are intended to be accessible to a broad cross-section of the readership.
Most recent compilations of Research Problems have been collections from problem sessions at conferences, but re-
search problems may also be submitted individually to be edited and combined with others into articles to be published
periodically.
“Special Issues” devoted to conferences or other events will also continue, but the number of these per year will
decrease. We will require electronic submission and processing for all manuscripts. The journal has operated this way
for some time, but this will be a new development for Special Issues. Through this we expect a signiﬁcant reduction in
the time to publication for Special Issues.
We encourage authors or referees who work with EES (Elsevier Editorial System) to give us feedback to improve the
functioning of the system. The home page of the journal and entry to EES is at http://ees.elsevier.com/disc/. From this
entry point, one can easily ﬁnd links to further information and support. Personal experience suggests that reﬁnements
to the system over the past couple of years have made the submission process relatively painless.
Presently,Wayne and I are working through a backlog of submitted material.We ask for some patience from authors
during this transition period. We also ask that authors and contributors please accept our invitations to referee papers.
Ultimately, the successful operation of the journal rests on the efforts of authors and referees like you.
We hope that authors and readers alike will be happy with the improved efﬁciency, timeliness, and selectivity of the
journal. We look forward to the continued role of Discrete Mathematics in communicating important developments in
discrete mathematics.
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